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Nothing but Stories

The year 2004 was important for the Smithsonian Institution’s National Museum of the American Indian (NMAI). For many, NMAI’s opening on Washington DC’s National Mall marked the fulfillment of overdue obligations and long-awaited dreams. Few recognized that 2004 also marked a forgotten anniversary: a century had passed since George Gustav Heye began cataloging the objects in the museum’s collection. Press coverage repeatedly mentioned NMAI’s roots in New York’s Museum of the American Indian but referred to Heye as a “passionate,” “obsessive,” and “ravenous” collector and a “buccaneer.” Directly or indirectly responsible for removing treasured objects from Native hands or lands, Heye’s contributions could hardly be commemorated. However, Mr. Richard Kessler noticed this treatment and addressed himself to the Washington Post: “The Smithsonian is ignoring and ... demeaning the contribution of its chief benefactor. ... Mr. Heye, whom The Post disdainfully called a ‘boxcar’ collector, ... contributed his entire collection for public use and exhibition. ... But for his ‘boxcar’ collection, we’d have no Museum of the American Indian today. ... It is high time for the ingrates in charge of this museum ... to acknowledge and credit their benefactor.” It is doubtful that NMAI staff members would have disagreed with Kessler’s remarks, because the image of Heye portrayed by the press was delivered to reporters in their NMAI press kits.¹

Few at the NMAI think or speak about Heye except to repeat similar second- and thirdhand anecdotes and sound bites that are learned by
watching and emulating others. As Thomas King suggests in *The Truth about Stories: A Native Narrative*, "The truth about stories is that that's all we are." And like any mythology, stories told about Heye have grown over generations, and their roots are often shadowed or unknown. As defined by Eric Hobsbawm, this is the stuff of invented traditions, those "invented, constructed and formally instituted ... within a brief and dateable period."

Here I explore the invention of George Heye and how his image has been shaped by NMAI's need to serve a different mission than Heye himself espoused. Because NMAI simultaneously holds part of the national collections and supports Native empowerment, explicating Heye's collection involves both U.S. and Indigenous nationalism and generates interesting rhetoric.

Regarding rhetoric—the persuasive use of language—others have used the same texts I employ here to support very different interpretations of George Heye. Ideas for this essay arose during my work on NMAI's collections planning documents. Struck by NMAI rhetoric about Heye, I sought alternative background materials. At first I only hoped to understand Heye's transition from collector to museum founder but was caught up in uncovering a very different story. At this point, I make no claim to exhaustive research on George Heye and his intent; but given readily available material that contradicts prevailing NMAI stories, I suggest that those who have described Heye only as an obsessive and even nefarious collector have done so based on their own preconceptions or disregard for contradictory evidence. Nonetheless, while I believe George Heye's story is more complex and more honorable than how it has been told, I doubt my version will totally rehabilitate him. He was—like anyone—a man of his time. However, for the NMAI, he remains an inconvenient truth and has become a victim of its self-told history.

There is more to this than simply correcting Heye's biography. While discussing this essay with a group of coworkers, I explained Heye's intent in creating his museum. Among the dissonant voices, I heard a Pawnee man who escorts Native and non-Native collections researchers say, "What do you mean? I thought he was just a crazy white man—that's what we tell everybody!" He realized that labeling George Heye as an obsessive collector who accumulated objects solely to own them also dehistoricized the collections and implied that they grew randomly. He recognized that NMAI could—and should—take responsibility for understanding Heye's motivations and how the collection was formed.

Investigation of collectors and their impact on museums—including how collections were assembled, how collectors have shaped what is preserved in museums, and how collections can be integral to knowledge projects—is not a new subject. Susan Pearce and James Clifford suggest that we cannot let our interest in objects and collections obscure the histories of how they were accumulated since this is part of the deeper history of museums and colonialism.

There is no single path to understanding connections between collecting and museums. Much scholarship has focused on large-scale, individual collectors; but George Stocking rightly suggests that we examine their lives in the context of wealth, since objects represent wealth and making collections implies possession of the resources needed for their care, maintenance, and display. The names and biographies of collectors who epitomize this—Hearst, Horniman, and Pitt Rivers—are reasonably familiar. However, the attention paid to individual collectors—whether personal or scholarly—has been rather unequal, with more attention paid to individuals who collected for their own purposes rather than research. Far less notice has been given to collectors working in service to anthropology and how their work affects what museums hold today. This imbalance is somewhat contradictory, since Anthony Shelton suggests that museums prefer systematic collectors—those focused on the increase of collective knowledge—and that other collectors often disappear in museums' self-representations. Shelton and Clifford suggest that this results from the perception that these good, controlled, systematic collectors seem rational while the others—whose intents are less transparent—are cast as obsessive or inscrutable.

For many, collectors—especially those of the impassioned variety—are a kind of stereotype. Jean Baudrillard, in particular, suggests that collectors are incomplete human beings who create an alternate reality through their collections. Others focus on the guilty and almost sexual pleasure collectors take in acquiring things and arranging, handling, or even fon-
Museums, Colonialism, Anthropology, and the Primacy of Objects

Much has been said about museums and colonialism, but the subject deserves some brief repetition here. Early European museums focused more on nature and antiquity, but works by non-Western people, who were encountered during exploration and conquest, soon followed. Later public museums, and how they ordered and explained “curiosities,” helped create ways of thinking about people represented by objects. With collections swelled by military souvenirs, museums vacillated between representing others, colonial and imperial rule, and Western hegemony.\textsuperscript{11} Museums and their ideological cousins—world’s fairs and Wild West shows—brought the world to visitors for consumption. Museums offered concrete representations of travel writing, presenting panoptic views of time and geography that could be comprehended as they were traversed. While world’s fairs offered synchronic views, museums were seen as representing the past.\textsuperscript{12}

The anthropology that grew up in museums was equally predicated on the past; and by creating the “ethnographic present,” it temporally distanced Indigenous people from colonizers and museum visitors. Salvage anthropology and primitive art collecting irrevocably placed Indigenous objects in museums, where they were preserved and used to create images of the vanquished.\textsuperscript{13} Because Native works did not fit art museums’ focus on high culture, anthropology museums helped make Native cultures accessible to the public; but, for some, museums represented “the final ugly and undecorated edge of Manifest Destiny.”\textsuperscript{14} Collecting by individuals and museums prolonged colonial patterns and cultivated nostalgia for the lost past. Museums’ disregard for Native arts made for sale fostered images of unchanging Native people and made the museum “a shrine to the premodern.”\textsuperscript{15}

While anthropology shed its dependence on objects along with its museum roots, objects remained museums’ central focus. They were “real things” fixed in time and worked well as the basis for representation. And because ethnology’s focus was on nonliterate peoples, objects became primary texts for understanding Native people. For “prehistory” represented by archaeological collections, this was equally true: the Smithsonian’s Otis Tufton Mason states that it was a “story written in things.”\textsuperscript{16}
It is at this moment in anthropological thinking—the earliest years of the twentieth century—that George Gustav Heye comes on the scene.

Will the Real George Heye Please Stand Up?

First, I should relate facts about George Heye that cannot be contested; everything else can be considered spin, either my own or others. George Gustav Heye was born in 1874 to Carl Friedrich Gustav Heye, a U.S. emigrant from Germany, and Marie Antoinette Lawrence Heye, whose family were longtime New Yorkers. Carl Heye made his money in oil, and George Heye’s upbringing was considered privileged. He graduated from Columbia University’s School of Mines in 1896 with a degree in electrical engineering. His employer sent him to Arizona in 1897, where he observed the wife of his Navajo foreman chewing her husband’s shirt to kill the lice. He said, “I bought the shirt, became interested in aboriginal customs, and acquired other objects as opportunity offered, sending them back home. . . . That shirt was the start of my collection. Naturally when I had a shirt I wanted a rattle and moccasins. And then the collecting bug seized me and I was lost. . . . When I returned to New York . . . I found quite an accumulation of objects . . . and I began to read rather intensively on the subject of the Indians.”

From 1901 to 1909 Heye worked in investment banking, which he left to focus on collecting. He had already moved from buying single objects to large collections and had 10,000 objects by 1906, maintaining a catalog on three-by-five-inch cards. He bought collections, sponsored expeditions and publications, and traveled and collected himself. The collection’s rapid growth—and its directions—were influenced by Marshall Saville at Columbia and by George Pepper of the American Museum of Natural History (AMNH). By 1908, having filled his apartment and a warehouse, Heye made arrangements with the University of Pennsylvania’s University Museum to exhibit his collection but hired his own staff. His mother died in 1915, and he inherited an estimated $10 million. That year, he married his second wife, Thea Pagé, honeymooning at Georgia’s Nacoochee Mound excavations, which he funded with the Bureau of American Ethnology.

In 1916, with the collection totaling 58,000 objects, Heye was offered a building site at 155th and Broadway in New York in a complex of cultural organizations. Supported by affluent friends, the Museum of the American Indian (MAI) was built; and Heye deeded his entire collection to it, endowed the museum, and was named director for life. The museum opened in 1922, and Heye built a professional staff and kept collecting. By 1926 he had filled his museum and built a separate storage facility in the Bronx. However, with the deaths of two major benefactors in 1928, Heye had to dismiss most of his staff. With more than 163,000 objects by 1929, Heye continued purchasing collections assembled by others. At his death in 1957, the collections numbered over 225,000 catalog numbers, representing perhaps 700,000 individual items. These represent approximately 85 percent of the NMAI’s current object holdings.

In the Eyes of His Contemporaries: 1957–1960

Heye’s official biographer, J. Alden Mason of the University Museum, identifies 1903 as the beginning of Heye’s professional work: “Collecting as a hobby was now at an end, and [he] proceeded to fulfill that destiny which the Fates had ordained at his birth. . . . the most comprehensive collections of the American Indian in the world.” Samuel K. Lothrop, who worked for Heye before departing for Harvard, stresses Heye’s contributions: “He occupied a unique place in . . . New World anthropology, because he assembled the largest existing collection representing the aboriginal cultures of this hemisphere. . . . Heye never studied anthropology but . . . was not a dilettante and, by experience in handling the material, he became a connoisseur in many phases of native art. . . . From 1904 onward, he was not satisfied with mere purchases of specimens, but sent out well-financed expeditions.” Others, including E. K. Burnett, who worked as Heye’s administrator, considered him a collector: “As with all dedicated collectors, George Heye was ruthless in his dealings.”

In 1960 Kevin Wallace of the New Yorker published a less adulatory piece, largely based on quotes from an anonymous professor who spoke freely and somewhat bitterly: “I doubt . . . his goal was anything more than to own the biggest damned hobby collection in the world. . . . George didn’t buy Indian stuff . . . to study the life of a people . . . it never crossed his mind. . . . He bought all those objects solely . . . to own them—for what purpose, he never said. He . . . was fortified by sufficient monomania to build up a superlative, disciplined collection.”
As a whole, Heye's friends and contemporaries provided what were probably intended as humorous anecdotes, but ultimately they have been accepted as judgments. Much of what later became legend stems from these anecdotes, including characterization of Heye as "a boxcar collector" with a "genius for being indiscriminate." 24


Frederick J. Dockstader (Oneida and Navajo) became director of the MAI in 1960 and seldom mentioned Heye. In his Indian Art of the Americas, Dockstader simply mentions the excellent collection Heye had assembled. For a book of museum "masterworks," Dockstader reprises Heye's life, noting his "primary desire was . . . to provide a complete picture of Indian life . . . a simple stirring stick was . . . as significant . . . as the most elaborately carved and painted totem pole." 25

Following Dockstader's dismissal in 1975, the museum tried to increase its visibility with exhibitions at Manhattan's U.S. Customs House; but the self-image it presented was that of a magnificent collection of Native heritage and not George Heye's lifework. In their publications, curators Anna Roosevelt and James Smith ignore Heye. A 1978 article by Vince Wilcox focuses on the collection — considered by many to be the legacy of a single man and his obsession — and calls Heye, "first and foremost a collector, not a true scholar . . . the Museum was for him the most expedient method to develop a major collection." Roland Force's The Heye and the Mighty, which recounts the MAI's struggle to relocate and the Smithsonian transfer, entitled his chapter on Heye with one word: "Obsession." 26

The National Museum of the American Indian: 1989–Present

The early years at the NMAI saw little concentration on George Heye. With the opening of New York's George Gustav Heye Center (GGHC), an accompanying book called Heye "the epitome of the obsessive collector," while another suggested that the collection "reflects the monumental — and ultimately unfathomable — desire of George Gustav Heye to possess as many objects as possible." 27 In 1999 Clara Sue Kidwell acknowledged that Heye knew the value of systematic collecting and documentation but focused on his "idiosyncratic passion" for older material. 28

With the 1999 opening of the Cultural Resources Center in Suitland, Maryland (where the collections would be housed), and the groundbreaking for the NMAI Mall Museum, attention shifted to Washington. In 2000, Smithsonian secretary Larry Small authored an article entitled "A Passionate Collector." Rather than discuss the value of the collection, he focuses on Heye as an individual collector, drawing heavily on anecdotes provided by Wallace's 1960 article, including one anecdote where Heye was said to have "quizzed small-town morticians about their recent dead who might have owned Indian artifacts." Drawing on Wallace, Small calls Heye a "great vacuum cleaner of a collector" but credits him with saving a "legacy of inestimable worth" through his "life of focused accumulation." 29

In 2003 NMAI director Rick West summarized Heye's work: "he collected diligently, indeed, some would say almost obsessively, dispatching teams . . . to the far reaches. . . . They sent Native objects back . . . literally in railway boxcars because the volume was so great." Other references to a "small army of collectors" made Heye's motives imperial. 30 However, most replayed now common characterizations: "obsessive," "rapacious," "invertebrate," and "boxcar collector." 31 Curator Mary Jane Lenz repeats the same stories but attempts to explain Heye, identifying his aim of creating "the leading institution in this country devoted to the scientific study of American Indian archaeology and ethnology." She also quotes Heye to suggest that his interest was not solely possession: "They are not alone objects to me, but sources of vistas and dreams of their makers and owners. Whether utilitarian or ceremonial, I try to feel why and how the owner felt regarding them." Native Universes, the major publication that accompanied the opening of the NMAI Mall Museum, never mentions George Heye. 32

Through press coverage during the 2004 opening, specific images of Heye were developed, fed largely by the museum's press releases. 33 The biography in the press releases called Heye's first object, "the beginning of his passion for collecting" and described his life's work as "buying everything in sight." 34 The press reveled in Heye as a passionate collector who was driven by unexplained motives and indifferent to living Native people, as opposed to the founder of a large museum that was taken over by the Smithsonian. 35 Quotes from director West compounded the mystery: "he loved the stuff. [But] it was never quite clear how much he really thought
about the people who made [it].” All-absorbing passion was a common theme: “collecting Indian objects was his passion in life, plain and simple.” Insanity and consumption were equally prevalent: “The extraordinary collection was formed by the monomaniacal passion of George Gustav Heye. ... His eclectic taste devoured with equal fervor both the artistically exquisite and the ploddingly mundane.” Harking back to the whispered “Rosebud” of *Citizen Kane*, Heye was compared to William Randolph Hearst in his “obession for hunting and gathering other peoples’ stuff.”

**External Views**

Recent scholarly discussions of Heye are much the same, referring to him as “an institution in himself” and as “the greatest collector of all.” While he did support expeditions and excavations, he is said to have done so, “for the enhancement of his private collections.” However, the collection’s size and how it was acquired are inflated, making Heye’s behavior look even more extreme. Some set Heye within the context of early twentieth-century anthropology and museums but labeled him “a wealthy individual with a passion for rapidly buying a huge collection,” which became a “monomaniacal dedication.” Edmund Carpenter’s study identifies Heye as compulsive, secretive, and driven to “amass the greatest collection, ever,” suggesting that “Robber Baron bargaining” — rather than the objects themselves — was Heye’s driving desire. Unfortunately, suggesting that Heye’s goal was to amass a huge collection identifies his motives by matching them with his results, rather than understanding the goals he set for himself.

**A Different View of George Heye and the Museum of the American Indian**

All these stories may be true, but they are not the whole story. The authors I cite have often over emphasized aspects of George Heye’s life — multiple marriages, epicurean tastes, fast driving, and love of cigars — because he left so few personal writings. I believe we need to extract George Heye from this cult of personality and examine his intent in building a collection, sponsoring research and publications, and founding and running a museum. Again, my goal is not to valorize Heye but to understand what values shaped the collection and how it might be used by the NMAI, Native people, and Native nations.

First, we need to deal with George Heye as a collector, and he clearly spent part of his life thinking of himself as a collector. Because Native objects inspired Heye’s interest and started his studies, we can conclude that his early collections stood for Indian people; but this does not tell us what Native people or objects meant to his identity. He did object to having his collection or his museum absorbed by others, suggesting that he valued its identification with himself. However, the museum was not Heye’s primary self-identification: some acquaintances — and even his own son — were said to be unaware of its role in his life. And, despite repeated references to his “accumulation,” he differed from individuals who secretly fill their homes with old newspapers or hundreds of cats: he shared his collection with visitors.

George Heye thus began as a collector and may have maintained that tendency: but, as Shepard Krech has said of collectors who found museums, it is “difficult to separate what drove them to collect from what propelled them to build museums ... after a certain point they collected to fill their museums.” Additionally, we should not underestimate the intellectual role of gentleman scientists: in England, two exceptional collectors—Frederick John Horniman and Augustus Henry Lane Fox Pitt Rivers—are honored primarily as museum founders, although their lives closely resemble Heye’s. I believe that George Heye’s role as museum builder—rather than collector—deserves further examination.

Heye did not initiate his collections catalog until 1904, soon after he purchased a significant southwestern ceramic collection. This turn to systematic collecting and documentation marks the beginning of his museum idea. Although the museum was founded in 1916, Heye had been talking about it at least since 1906, when he appealed to Archer Huntington. With support from his mother, Heye had already funded important excavations in Mexico and Ecuador, the beginning of a long-term Latin American research plan laid out by Marshall Saville and undertaken long before the museum became reality. Here, Heye’s support for systematic Latin American research predated the American Anthropological Association’s 1907 identification of the region as a priority. By 1908 the name “Heye Museum” was being used on letterhead and by those who visited.
The collection's 1908 move to the University Museum was noted in a Science announcement, indicating that it was considered scientifically important.55

**Aims and Objects of the Museum of the American Indian, Heye Foundation**

Although anthropology's twentieth-century transition from museums to universities is now seen as a matter of course, it could not have been foreseen when Heye began planning his museum in 1903, several years before Franz Boas turned his complete attention to anthropology at Columbia University. Steven Conn has shown that nineteenth-century studies of Native people shaped American intellectual and disciplinary development, including history, literature, and anthropology. American archaeology was particularly important to anthropology's growth but was later replaced by an emphasis on salvage ethnography and Western civilization's Middle Eastern origins. At the University Museum and the American Museum of Natural History—which Heye may have considered models—American archaeology was increasingly marginalized. Although the Smithsonian and Harvard's Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology retained strong programs, New York museums did not serve Heye's interest in archaeology. Simultaneously, museums began to move toward public education, often collecting to develop exhibits rather than pursue science.46

By contrast, Heye's interests were specifically New York, adult education, and American Indians; in a 1915 letter to Boas, he explained, "When I started my collections I was in business downtown... When I endeavored... to find some place to go... [to] be directed in the science I wished to take up... there was no place in the city where a man could go and get elementary training, or... any training at all unless he entered a regular college course... Since there are many men in New York... placed as I was... [I will establish] an institution... open to them in the evening where they can be taught at least the rudiments of Anthropology."47 With Archer Huntington's offer of a building site at Broadway and 155th Street, Heye's dream would soon become reality in New York.48

By signing the 1916 trust agreement, Heye created "a museum for the collection, preservation, study, and exhibition of all things connected with the anthropology of the aboriginal people of the North, Central, and South Americas, and containing objects of artistic, historic, literary, and scientific interest."59 That year, George Pepper wrote, "a new institution has been founded... whose object will be the preservation of everything pertaining to our American tribes."50 Pepper placed great emphasis on systematic collecting and scholarly purpose: "[the] sole aim is to gather and to preserve for students everything useful in illustrating and elucidating the anthropology of the aborigines of the Western Hemisphere, and to disseminate by means of its publications the knowledge thereby gained."51 Collections purchases and donations were justified as valuable to building the collection—bringing together "specimens that have never been duplicated"—and special emphasis was placed on organic items preserved in caves or sacred bundles.52 Preservation and study were also emphasized by Heye in a 1935 letter to a Hidatsa man who requested return of a sacred bundle: "The primary object of the Museum is to preserve and to keep safely for future generations anything pertaining to the life and history of the American Indians... where the descendants of the old Indians, as well as students and the public, can see and study these objects of veneration, beauty and historical or scientific interest."53

Heye's work has often been explained by reference to Boas's salvage anthropology paradigm; and although Boas urged Heye to focus on salvage, Heye resisted. While preservation was important to Heye, accumulating early objects was primary. Anthropologists, including Frank Speck and Edward Sapir, who documented "memory culture" could not understand Heye's frequent disregard for recent works they offered. These pieces were contradictory to Heye's agenda—he purchased them solely to document organic items or precontact technologies. Heye seldom explained himself; and most did not recognize his interest in early Native life, perhaps best illustrated by a museum publication: "Cuba before Columbus."54

The museum's exhibits were much like those of its contemporaries. Cases focused on tribes related by geography or linguistics, such as "Central Algonkians" or the "Southern Siouxan Group." The museum's entrance—representing New York—was literally a gateway to the hemisphere: mid-Atlantic tribes flanked the doorway, and visitors moved through the continents as they traveled further. Archaeology and ethno-
ologies such as silverwork, wampum, quillwork, and 'Modern Beadwork.'

Despite the popularity of dressed mannequins and life groups at the AMNH, MAI exhibits relied on closely packed objects with few labels. Printed guidebooks provided cultural context, using present tense for Indian people and objects and past tense to describe traditional lifeways. Cultural variation was explained largely by geography and habitat. Visitors may have understood only the recent past and the more distant, "prehistoric" past as temporal frameworks.

After its early years, the MAI suffered through the Depression, and the exhibits probably did not change significantly. Following the loss of its backers in 1928, the museum drastically cut research and publications; Heye personally supervised what entered and left the collection, filling in perceived gaps. However, the events of 1928 cost Heye and the museum much more than funding. From the beginning, Heye had relied on professional advice; but, in dismissing his staff, he lost the knowledge and manpower to organize and research collections. Academic influences on his thinking were also lost; and, as American anthropology grew by leaps and bounds, Heye continued to rely on objects as primary texts.

Where the museum once possessed a grand interpretive potential based on a massive material archive and individuals who knew what to make of it, the collection ended up an orphan. The later struggles of the MAI are well known, and in 1989 the museum — Heye's monument — ceased to exist as the Smithsonian's National Museum of the American Indian was born. What lived on was the collection Heye had built, and the question has become how it can be understood as something more than a monument to one man's work, especially when it has continually been read as a private and unexplained obsession.

Narratives of Nationalism: National Capital versus Cultural Capital

While Heye's museum certainly did not support Indigenous nationalism, the NMAI implicitly encourages cultural sovereignty. However, the NMAI's mission effectively obscures the political ground on which the museum negotiates in serving both the American people and Native interests. Speaking about the NMAI's 1994 opening of the George Gustav Heye Center, Cheyenne and Arapaho filmmaker Chris Eyre puts this succinctly: "The concept of the museum is that [for] America this is their history, but it isn't really, it's Native history."

The debate over nationalism began not in Washington but in New York. Heye's focus on American Indians may indicate that he felt they contributed to national character, yet he never said so. But after 1975 the MAI—or its collection—became the prize in an odd tug-of-war between the cultural capital in New York and the national capital in Washington D.C. Under Roland Force's direction, the museum sought to relocate to the U.S. Customs House near Battery Park, arguing that the collection deserved a more prominent location. Resistance by local neighbors and the mayor's office brought competing offers from the AMNH, Oklahoma City, Las Vegas, Indianapolis, and others; but the most widely publicized came from H. Ross Perot, who offered $70 million to move the museum to Dallas. However quickly that offer faded, it succeeded in turning up the rhetoric about the collection as a "national treasure." New York newspapers were filled with stories, and in 1985 the United Airlines passenger magazine ran the story, "The Fight for the Greatest American Art Collection." In 1987 the Washington Post published remarks by Senators Daniel Patrick Moynihan and Daniel Inouye. The headline for Moynihan read, "Why Should New York Let the Smithsonian Abandon it?" Inouye's remarks were entitled, "It Belongs on the Mall, America's Main Street."

With the 1989 passage of the National Museum of the American Indian Act (Public Law 105-185), the MAI collections became part of American national heritage and patrimony; its merger with the Smithsonian's Native holdings purportedly gave "all Americans the opportunity to learn of the cultural legacy, historic grandeur, and contemporary culture of Native Americans." In other comments, memorialization and pluralism were twin themes. In a Senate address, Inouye stated, "The time has come to honor and remember the greatness of the first Americans, their wisdom, their leadership, their valor, and their contributions to the people of the United States." In signing the act, President George H. W. Bush remarked, "The nation will go forward with a new and richer understanding of the heritage, culture and values of the peoples of the Americas of Indian ancestry," and the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs chairman, John
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McCain, stated, “The Indian Museum will show that a dynamic, pluralistic society can celebrate distinctiveness without fostering separatism.”

Senator Moynihan may have been the only person to publicly acknowledge George Heye: “We may all anticipate the day that George Gustav Heye’s gift to the world will be displayed in a manner reflective of the great and living cultures of the American Indian.” Ironically, this came at the moment when “Heye’s gift” joined American national heritage and the Smithsonian’s national collections, known for Dorothy’s ruby slippers, Archie Bunker’s chair, and Fonzie’s leather jacket. Still, some Native people looked to the hope that “tribal people could assume control of the . . . Native objects left in George Heye’s rapaciously acquired collection.” The trick was how the collection could be redefined as the collective property of Native nations.

I doubt Congress foresaw growth of “a national tribal museum” from the Smithsonian transfer. What might have happened, as Paul Chaat Smith suggests, is that Indians would have been “explained and accounted for, and somehow fit into the creation myth of the most powerful, benevolent nation ever.” However, discussions of the collection’s potential Native repossession began in the 1980s, when then NMAI’s Native trustees—including Vine Deloria and Suzan Shown Harjo—began to talk about the collection as “an irrereplaceable heritage.” Speaking to the board in 1984, Deloria said, “This is a struggle to control our collection.” Lloyd Kiva New stated, “No matter what you do, just take care of the collection. It is our Fort Knox.” Discourse on control continued throughout the Smithsonian transfer and into debates over the NMAI’s 1991 repatriation policy, which was read as indicating that collections were the “sole property” of affiliated tribes. This was clarified to cover only items successfully claimed for repatriation, but the discussions threw light on what Native control meant to different constituencies.

Cultural Sovereignty and Indigenous Nationalism at the National Museum of the American Indian

By 1994, with the opening of the George Gustav Heye Center, Native voice had become the NMAI’s leading trope for exhibit practice. In an accompanying book, one author wrote, “Much has been written about us from the perspective of the outsider, but our own story—written by our own people with an inside perspective—remains to be told.” Since then, Native voice—allowing Indigenous people to “show and tell the world who we are and to use our own voices in the telling”—has been the NMAI’s primary means of assuring cultural sovereignty.

At the same time, the NMAI addressed Native ambivalence over museum possession of Native objects. As Rick West states, “There was . . . this historic love/hate relationship between museums and Native communities. We . . . value them . . . because they have our stuff, and we hate them because they have our stuff.” Indian visitors to the collections grudgingly acknowledge that without George Heye’s interference many objects would now be lost. Delaware Grand Chief Linda Poolaw notes, “If . . . Heye hadn’t collected those things back then, we would not have them today. . . . Over 100 years later, my people can see what we had.” By soliciting recommendations about care of collections and their movement from New York to Washington, the NMAI extended the bounds of tribal sovereignty over the collections as a “moral and ethical responsibility.”

Beyond work on exhibitions and collections, others see the NMAI’s very existence as Native cultural sovereignty. Amanda Cobb suggests that the National Museum of the American Indian Act symbolizes Native cultural resurgence and has given it greater visibility. She calls the act significant because museums’ representations of Native people have seldom been recognized as colonial forces, noting that the NMAI’s importance lies in the fact that “Native Americans have again turned an instrument of colonization and dispossession . . . into an instrument of self-definition and cultural continuance.” Nevertheless, a few things remain to be said about the problems and prospects of cultural sovereignty as it might be expressed within the NMAI or any other museum.

First, we must question whether creating a separate Indian museum at the Smithsonian embodies essentialism. Like the planned National Museum of African American History and Culture, the NMAI provides a “separate but equal” place for telling American history outside the national museum that is dedicated to that purpose. Yet visitors probably do not expect a big dose of American history to be taught at the NMAI any more than they expect it at the National Air and Space Museum: each Smithsonian museum is constituted by subject matter and is not intended as a place for perspective-based history. And, if the NMAI is seen as a sub-
ject-matter museum, the public expects that subject to be Native culture, with the emphasis on the singular, rather than on plural cultures.

Tony Bennett has suggested that what is perceived as national heritage is universally supported, and the adoption of the NMAI into the Smithsonian family has ironically made it part of American national patrimony.23 But this does not account for how Americans—Native and non-Native—look to the NMAI to support their perspectives on Indian people and culture. Bennett also suggests that museums run the risk of creating an image of the past as counterpoint to and retreat from the present. The NMAI wants to become an “international center that represents the totality of Native experiences,” focusing on living people and cultures; but that does not deter visitors’ perceptions of NMAI collections as images of the frozen past, sources of nostalgia, or resources for the future.24 The extent to which the NMAI serves those seeking an essentialist, “spiritual” alternative to contemporary crises of personal identity, family life, and environmental degradation only reinforces a newer but still potentially treacherous master narrative.25

In presenting living cultures, the NMAI rests too often on working with “traditional elders” to illustrate how traditional culture is lived today, resulting in an uncomfortable nostalgia that implies that Native people live only through reference to tradition and must constantly explain how their present-day lives remain traditional.26 This is far from how many Native people, especially those who do not call themselves “traditional,” want to think about the present and the future of cultural sovereignty, regardless of objects or museums. If the NMAI is to successfully combat the misperception that it only narrates the past, I suspect it needs to engage with those who are revolutionizing diverse bodies of scholarship, reclaiming them, and making them relevant to the Native present and future through Native intellectual sovereignty.27

Jacki Thompson Rand has recently spoken about how early dominance by male Native artists has left a mark on the NMAI by privileging art and material culture.28 Though I agree with Rand, I believe the larger issue for museums’ problematic reliance on material culture may be Native scholars’ own neglect of visual culture. Museums have long created flawed images of Native cultures; but most Native scholars have—like early twentieth-century anthropology—abandoned museums, seeking the more visible and potentially independent university atmosphere.29 I recognize that museums—aimed at the public—remain marginal to intellectual life, but they do retain considerable power and can be valuable to increasing understanding of cultural sovereignty. While contemporary Native artists and photographers have reinterpreted art, objects, and images in the name of cultural sovereignty, the greatest intellectual attention paid to material culture is often for repatriation—the literal rather than the symbolic repossess of what museums hold.30

My point here is not to criticize Native scholars for lack of involvement in museums but to ask why. If sovereignty, as Scott Lyons suggests, is the “strategy by which we aim to best recover our losses from the ravages of colonization” and Native communication and resistance have always taken textual and non textual forms, why has reinterpretation and repossess of visual culture fallen so far behind writing in Native self-representation? One difficulty may be that what museums ask of Native people is often a literal reading of objects, hence museums’ recourse to elders whose traditional knowledge is expected to provide a Rosetta stone.31 While such readings may sometimes suffice, they cannot substitute for recontextualizations supplied by Native scholars working across disciplines, such as reading and writing history through art.32

What Next?

Returning to George Heye, we must still question whether the collection he built can serve Native cultural sovereignty at the NMAI or elsewhere. As I have suggested, Native ambivalence about museums has many sources, including possession of what once was theirs. However, as an anonymous member of a Native consultation, which was held during early architectural program meetings for the NMAI, once stated, “My grandparents were my collection.”33 This quote suggests that museums’ dependence on material culture continues to reduce Native culture to its physical products, often permanently separated from related knowledge. To better serve its Native and non-Native constituencies, the NMAI plans to develop its collections by moving away from physical objects and toward documentation of intangible culture, both associated with physical objects and as separate expressions. Without this step, the NMAI can never begin to
represent Native experiences and serve Native communities in ways they themselves define.  

But we must also recognize the prospects and limitations of the collection George Heye built and of the objects subsequently acquired by the MAI and the NMAI. Despite the NMAI’s plans to expand what it considers collections, the collection is what it is for the moment; and many will not find the right materials and texts to carry out cultural sovereignty projects. Only time will tell whether sufficient building blocks exist for work that Native people want to do in museums. Heye’s interest in documenting the precontact Native past has left an indelible mark, both in how objects were removed from Native hands and, because deposition in museums has authenticated these objects as “typical,” “proper,” or “the best,” freezing images of Native culture that retain their potency for consumption and replication. This is a problem for all museums, whose origins in collecting Western civilization’s antiquities still frame a perception that everything and everybody represented in museums are equally antique.  

The NMAI’s attempt to move from the classical museum to a place of living people and cultures requires changing a global mind-set on both public and academic levels. 

Future use of collections and resources can only succeed when collections are understood as the selectively accumulated and reified products of outsiders’ perceptions. The ideological burdens that museum objects carry, whether cultural, institutional, or personal, must be understood; and there is still considerable work needed to answer the question posed by Patricia Penn Hilden and Shari Huhndorf: “How did these objects climb into their glass case in the National Museum of the American Indian?” From that point forward, cultural studies can then deal with material culture as just one kind of text for intellectual and cultural sovereignty projects, including the strategically anticolonial and overtly nationalistic as well as those focused on the future rather than the past. Lloyd Kiva New articulated this while pondering the value of the NMAI collections: “I began to wonder what . . . [the NMAI] could do. . . . While I agreed with . . . preservation of Indian culture, I hoped . . . this did not mean some kind of cultural embalming process wherein obsolete cultural ways are kept going beyond their time. . . . ‘Conservation’ or ‘preservation’ means that the museum should take impeccable care of patrimonial objects in its collection. But a more important task should be . . . using the objects . . . to help Indian culture develop new ways to respond to the dynamics of an ever-changing social environment.”  

From his perspective as an artist, Lloyd New saw beyond current readings of Native objects as art. While potentially useful to tribal national pride, transformation of ethnological and archaeological objects from artifact to art remains problematic. Their elevation may have increased respect for Native artistry, but it also promises to strip objects of cultural contexts and continues to privilege physical over intangible cultural expressions. Introduction of Native objects into art worlds has simultaneously elevated their status as desirable commodities, again emphasizing material and commercial value and potentially encouraging neo-imperial collection and consumption of objects and the people they metonymically represent.  

I am not suggesting that aesthetics are not part of the picture; aesthetics are still how collectors and museums often see objects. George Heye was no exception; although he did not consider objects as art, he privileged some objects as “fine examples.” Ruth Phillips calls this Heye’s “privileging of rarity and age,” but this perception of the collections and Heye’s work results from how the MAI and the NMAI have historically overemphasized “masterworks” at the expense of other aspects of the collection and emphasized art rather than culture or history. Since 1970 approximately 8,500 objects have been published or exhibited, often three or four times; and this does not include loans of these same “masterpieces” to other institutions. What of the quarter-million other objects, including 568 items simply identified as “stick” in the NMAI’s collections? These items of everyday life do not feed anyone’s wonderful master narrative of Native life. But they are important, and their preponderance indicates they were equally important to George Heye. Although he probably loved those masterpieces, he also appreciated things that other collectors and museums ignored, including those 568 sticks. The collection’s strength grew from Heye’s interest in materials that escaped archaeological preservation and other collectors’ notice, but it has been dismissed by the boxcar-collector metaphor and by the misrepresentations of his intent, which has been read as simply amassing a huge collection.
Research for this essay was completed in 2007, the fiftieth anniversary of George Heye's death; and the intervening years have not been kind to his legacy. As I have suggested, the NMAI has seen fit to emphasize and magnify his role as a collector, masking him and his intent in a cloak of insanity and consumption. Ultimately, Heye's image has been so thoroughly wrapped and packed that he is no longer perceived as anything but a man who was singularly obsessed with the simple desire to collect and possess Indian stuff. He is not remembered as a man who funded countless expeditions and excavations, who funded research and publications, or who assembled a professional staff the likes of which few museums have ever seen. Most of all, he is not remembered as a man who built a museum that rivaled its contemporaries in scope and scholarly production. The NMAI's own origin story can seldom admit that it grew out of that other museum—the MAI—or that the collection results not from the "boxcar" metaphor but from a definitive intellectual basis and how it was carried out. George Heye the museum founder cannot be a culture hero in the NMAI story because it is easier for many to deal with him as "just a crazy white man." Simultaneously, systematic erasure of Heye's purpose and intent in assembling a collection and founding the MAI has allowed the NMAI to create a new, ahistoric foundation for the collection that rests on a belief that Heye's expansive collecting encompassed everything rather than the very specific interests he developed for sixty years. Contrary to this trajectory, I believe that interpreting NMAI collections cannot proceed without understanding George Heye, and that it is time to tell better-informed stories of Heye's life's work and its impact on the museum's past, present, and future.
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